Contactless Inlays and Prelaminates

GOVERNMENT ID SOLUTIONS
Innovative Solutions
You Can Trust

Secure, durable, reliable, compliant

Today’s e-passports and e-IDs must be expertly — and elegantly — designed to meet a host of demanding technical and compliance considerations. They must also withstand long-term exposure and the stress of daily handling by frequent travelers. As a trusted leader in contactless inlays and prelaminates, HID Global offers a wide range of Government ID Solutions featuring innovative products that enable card and passport manufacturers to easily and effectively build solutions that meet these requirements. Whether your document priorities are driven by durability, security, reliable chip performance, easy integration, standards compliance, or combinations of these factors, our portfolio delivers the highest value and quality, enabling you to create the ideal e-document solution.

Contactless e-Passport Inlay Sheet: withstands long term use and exposure
HID Global e-Passport Inlay Sheets provide optimum chip performance with the highest level of electronic document protection. The laminated inlays are easily customized with unique antenna designs, they can be configured in any format for easy integration into passports via standard machines and processes. Multiple layers of HID Global’s patented ceFLEX material allow the electronic chip and antenna to withstand the rigors of daily use while providing a barrier to alteration. The HID Global Standard Inlay is ISO- and ICAO-compliant, providing excellent and cost-effective document protection.

Contactless e-Passport e-Cover: safeguards against fraud and counterfeiting
HID Global Contactless Passport e-Cover Sheets help safeguard immigration documents and governmental agencies against fraud and counterfeiting. Each e-cover inner layer is constructed using a tear-proof synthetic that adheres easily to all types of security papers, providing exceptional protection for the embedded electronic chip and antenna against daily handling and exposure. These inlaid covers are optimized to ensure compatibility with the most widely used passport booklet assembly machines. All e-cover products exceed applicable ISO and ICAO standards.

Contactless e-Passport Datapage Insert: ensures 10 years of use
Suitable for all e-passport systems, HID Global e-passport Datapage Inserts are available with a variety of integrated circuits to match customer requirements. The use of Genuine HID Technology™ ensures document resiliency up to 10 years or longer and provides a barrier to alteration. HID Global e-passport Datapage Inserts are optimized for compatibility with widely used passport booklet assembly machines, and their secure contactless technology and antenna design ensure...
optimum chip performance. HID Global Standard and Enhanced Datapage Inserts exceed applicable ISO and ICAO standards.

**Contactless e-Prelaminate Inlays: highest level of e-ID card security, reliability and durability**

HID Global Contactless e-Prelaminate Inlays provide the highest level of e-ID card security, reliability and durability for government agencies issuing high security, long lifespan e-IDs. Tamper-resistant HID Global e-Prelaminate Inlays reduce authentication errors and document falsification. Built from the slimmest and most flexible laminates available, each e-Prelaminate Inlay uses patented crack prevention technology to extend the life of the finished cards. Secure contactless technology and antenna design ensure optimum chip performance and are compliant with applicable ISO and ICAO standards.

Our contactless inlay and prelaminates are key offerings in the HID Global Government ID Solutions portfolio, which comprises the industry’s broadest range of interoperable secure identity solutions, technologies and products, and covers all aspects of the government identification market. HID Global’s offerings build on our company’s reach and experience in major government-to-citizen ID projects, providing customers with unmatched card manufacturing skills, market-leading ID products, customizable, in-house technologies and expert professional services. Products and technologies include e-documents, readers, inlays, prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security media, smart card ID credentials and FARGO® secure card printers.

HID Global Government ID Solutions is at the forefront of the market, participating in major government ID programs, including e-passport, national ID/e-ID, foreign resident/worker ID, and vehicle registration programs worldwide.

Whether supplying components or delivering fully integrated programs, HID Global is extremely well positioned to help governments realize the security, efficiency and value they seek from major identity programs.

**Genuine HID**

With Genuine HID, customers benefit from the broadest product line of trusted, fully interoperable secure identity solutions in the market. Genuine HID solutions are designed and built in ISO 9001 certified facilities; include worldwide agency certifications; and are backed by global product warranties. Supported by industry-leading expertise and the strongest delivery and response platform available, Genuine HID solutions reinforce the long-standing trust that when customers purchase from HID Global, they are investing with absolute confidence.

---

**GLOBAL DEPLOYMENT**

**Inlay and e-Cover Technology**
- Used by 25+ governments to secure citizen ID and travel documents

**e-Passport and e-ID Reader Technology**
- Used in scanners at border crossing and immigration stations worldwide

**WORLDWIDE REFERENCE ACCOUNTS**
- **Germany** Prelaminate for National e-ID Card
- **Ivory Coast** Prelaminate for National e-ID Card
- **UAE** Dubai Health Card
- **Australia** New South Wales Driver’s License
- **Mexico** Driver’s License